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What are Essential Skills?

Essential Skills

Literacy

Reading
Writing

 Foundation for skills development
- basis for technical and job-specific skills

Document Use
Numeracy
Computer Use
Thinking
Oral
Communication
Working with
Others
Continuous
Learning

 Help to find and get a job
- Job search
- Resume writing and cover letter
- Complete a job application
- Interview preparation
 Enable people to adapt and succeed in the
workplace
- Ease transitions and manage change
- Enhance performance and productivity
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Why Invest in Literacy and Essential Skills?
Benefits for Individuals:
 Improved self confidence
 Increased job opportunities
 Higher earnings
 Increased productivity
 Increased motivation

Benefits for Employers:
 Higher productivity
 Improved safety
 Reduced absenteeism
 Greater employee retention
 Enhanced employee
engagement
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The OECD measures literacy on a 5
point scale and has determined
that level 3 is the minimum level
required to function well in a
knowledge-based economy.
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Immigrant Snapshot
Within the immigrant population low literacy is disproportionately high

60% of recent and established
immigrants lack the necessary
skills to function in a
knowledge-based economy,
compared to 37% of the
Canadian-born population.

Despite having high levels of
education, recent immigrants
are more likely than Canadianborn workers to have lower
earnings: 67% earn less than
$20/hour as compared to 43%
of Canadian-born.

Official language fluency
and LES are identified by
both immigrants and
employers as being primary
barriers to immigrant
labour market integration.

Source: IALSS, 2003 6
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Immigrant Snapshot
Within the immigrant population low literacy is disproportionately high

The 2011 Census indicates that immigrants are the
key driver behind country's growth
Strong literacy and essential skills are a prerequisite to
learning new skills and ensuring effective transitions
in the labour market
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Presentation Outline


Background & Context
–



OLIP: Building a Prosperous, Inclusive and Vibrant Ottawa
–
–



Key Institutions and Partners
Governance

Transitioning from Collective Planning to Coordinated Action
–



Overview of Local Immigration Partnerships (LIPs)

Ottawa Immigration Strategy (OIS)

Medium-term Action Plans of OLIP’s Sector Tables
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Economic Integration
Education
Language Training & Interpretation Services
Health & Well-being
Settlement & Integration Capacity Development

Background & Context


The Canada-Ontario Immigration Agreement (COIA) generated the right conditions to create the
Local Immigration Partnerships (LIPs).



LIPs are community-based coalitions, funded by Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC), and
designed to strengthen local capacity to attract newcomers and improve integration outcomes, as
indicated by enhanced economic, social, political, and civic participation.



Broad-based partnership councils are charged with developing and implementing strategies and
action plans aimed at building welcoming and inclusive communities.



LIPs are focused on collaboration and coordination: they engage diverse stakeholders and promote
strategic alignment among service providers and other institutions.



There are currently over 30 LIPs in Ontario. In 2010, The Standing Committee on Citizenship and
Immigration recognized LIPs as a best practice and recommended that the model be expanded.
– Alberta is set to develop LIPs in 2012.
– Atlantic Region will establish LIPs in 2013.

OLIP: Building a Prosperous, Inclusive and Vibrant Ottawa


The Ottawa Local Immigration Partnership (OLIP) was co-founded by the City of Ottawa and Local
Agencies Serving Immigrants (LASI) Coalition in 2009.



OLIP Partners represent the community: key institutions including the four school boards, local
universities and colleges, health and resource centres, settlement service providers, business and
employer associations, social service agencies, regional planning bodies, immigrant civic
organizations; and multiple City of Ottawa departments.



OLIP’s governance structure includes:
– OLIP Secretariat – Convenes Sector Tables, Council, Steering and Executive Committees,
provides support and guidance to advance the Ottawa Immigration Strategy (OIS).
– OLIP Sector Tables – Develops implementation plans by identifying projects that advance shared
outcomes, engages community partners to create collaborative initiatives, and tracks progress.
– OLIP Council – Offers leadership to create an enabling environment for the Sector Tables, and
reviews progress to address issues and challenges.
– OLIP Steering Committee – Provides strategic oversight and ensures effective coordination of
Sector Tables to enhance coordination and synergy.
– OLIP Executive Committee – Monitors implementation of the governance model and oversees
OLIP’s operational requirements by providing direction to the Secretariat.

Transitioning from Collective Planning
to Coordinated Action


The Ottawa Immigration Strategy (OIS) was developed after 18 months of local
consultation and outlines strategic priorities for five areas. People within these sectors
are working toward better outcomes for newcomers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Economic Integration
Education
Language Training and Interpretation Services
Health and Well-being
Settlement and Integration Capacity Development



Implementation of the strategy benefits both immigrants and the community-at-large
by improving the settlement and integration of immigrants and maximizing the benefits
of immigration for the city.



The following slides outline specific medium-term plans. It is early in the
Implementation Phase, and the work of OLIP’s Sector Tables is still evolving.
–

This information gives a sense of the community’s vision and direction.

Economic Integration Sector Table


Merging with Internationally Trained Workers Program (ITWP) to streamline
engagement, leverage capacity, and further develop synergies.



Evolving potential for the Ottawa Immigration Portal to act as a one-stop shop for
immigrants.
–



Collaborating with City of Ottawa to align economic development priorities.
–



Funding was secured to further develop online services and resources:
• Creating toolkits/manuals for those interested in the trades to clarify pathways.
• Developing a “How to start your own trades business?” Guide.

Developing a proposal to support immigrant entrepreneurs in creating social enterprises
and for profit business by offering mentorship, loans, and other resources.

Exploring possibilities for establishing a municipal internship program.

Education Sector Table


Discussing how to emulate the Pathways to Education Model in several Ottawa
neighbourhoods.
– Building on community efforts and ensuring representation of immigrant
communities in this process and documenting their needs by connecting
relevant stakeholders.



Preparing to assist with training sessions for immigrant parents about navigating
the school system.



Investigating how to support and influence school boards in community
outreach, building trust, and developing inclusion plans.

Health & Well-being Sector Table


Supporting greater coordination through merger with the Champlain Local Immigrant
Health Network (LIHN).



Improving access to health care for refugees.
– Offering specialized health services for refugees arriving in Ottawa. A medical
clinic was established with funding provided by the Champlain LHIN. The clinic
is expected to reduce avoidable emergency room visits thus alleviating stress on
the health system as a whole.



Improving health literacy among immigrants.
– Planning a consultation for the spring to gather input to develop a resource book
for settlement workers.



Working towards greater connectivity between health care service delivery
mechanisms and immigrant communities.

Settlement & Integration Capacity Development Sector Table


Building capacity to support front-line service providers in being more welcoming and
inclusive to immigrants through an Ottawa-wide approach to staff training.



Linking with the strategic planning processes of neighborhood-based health and resource
centres to create synergies and improve coordination of action.



Collaborating to develop counseling capacity and address wide variety of immigrant needs
and interests.



Learning from the MLO Program
– Preparing to conduct a study of the MLO Program and its outcomes to explore the
potential for other sectors (namely Health and Justice).



Engaging and empowering immigrants.
– Sharing information about OLIP, facilitating connection, and broadening support base
for the work to be undertaken.

Language Sector Table


Collaborating with stakeholders to work towards greater harmonization of federal and
provincial funding, and to engage employers.



Exploring work with 211 to harness their infrastructure and disseminate information
about language training services.



Preparing for roll-out of Coordinated Language Assessment & Referral System
(CLARS):
– Developing a common understanding of how to work with the new system.
– Conducting community consultation to assess remaining gaps.



Bringing together recent scans to create a map of existing services.
1. Understanding delivery challenges and gaps at the neighbourhood level.
2. Assessing special training needs – literacy strengthened training, and training that
is customized for cultural difference and special groups, such as seniors.

Thank you!

OLES WEBINAR:

Building Success for Immigrants with
Essential Skills
March 22, 2012

Embedding the Essentials:
A New Approach for Linking Essential Skills and
the Teaching of CLB 1-4 & EAL Literacy
Oct. 6, 2008 – July 31, 2010

Nicole Sibilleau
Winnipeg School Division Adult EAL Program

N. Sibilleau
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Who we are …introducing some
members of our valuable team

Lisa Allard Consultant
& Work Start Program Coordinator
-Workplace Education Manitoba

Dayna Graham
-Material Developer
-Project Coordinat or
-Presenter

Nicole Sibilleau
-ES Material Developer
-Curriculum Framework Coordinator
& Developer
-Presenter
Julie Bell, E.A.L. Link, Consultant
Linda Johansson

-Wpg. School Div. Adult EAL Dept. Head
-Co-Author of Proposal for project
N. Sibilleau
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HRSDC Essential Skills Project
Embedding the Essentials:

A new approach…
for linking the 9 essential
skills
+
the teaching of
CLB 1-4 + EAL Literacy
Oct. 6, 2008 – July 31, 2010

N. Sibilleau
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HRSDC Executive Summary of Essential Skills Project
This innovative pilot project, supported by Manitoba Labour and Immigration, Manitoba
Competitiveness Training and Trades, and local employers will meet a critical need not
currently being addressed in essential skills training. It will address the mandates of both the
Winnipeg School Division Adult EAL and the Province of Manitoba’s Adult EAL Language
Training Programs by assisting newcomers who have low level EAL skills or who are EAL
literacy learners to develop the essential skills and language competence for entry level
positions in Manitoba workplaces.
In addition, the project will assist employers in identifying the essential skills needed for
entry level jobs in their firms and in developing appropriate hiring tools and procedures. The
collected data on entry level essential skills will inform the development of incremental
steps/stages to assist those with limited English communication and limited workplace skills
to eventually acquire and integrate essential skills and language development for jobs into all
Adult Language Programs in the province.

A small group of EAL practitioners recognized nationally for their expertise in working with
CLB 2-4 learners and learners with EAL literacy needs will develop the scaffolding to build
the language and essential skills at this level. This team will increase their professional
knowledge, skill and awareness and use this expertise to mentor other teachers in the
program. Recommendations for Best Practice will be proposed during, and at the end of this
project. The project will address gaps in knowledge about the essential skills required for
entry level jobs and the intersection of these developing skills with low level and literacy
Canadian Language Benchmarks. It is anticipated that the project will serve as a model for
other programs nationwide.
N. Sibilleau
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Bringing the Essential Skills in…

Why do it???

N. Sibilleau
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Our Experience...
Based on our experiential and anecdotal
evidence, we believe that in order to meet the
demands of entry level jobs, a scaffolding of
the essential skill competencies need to be
aligned for the lower CLB levels.
From our extensive experience working with EAL
literacy and low level language learners …we
believe, that learners who are currently working
as well as others who are not yet working would
have enhanced employability if they had the
opportunity to develop essential sub skills in
conjunction with their language training.

Essential Skills + LANGUAGE = JOB
N. Sibilleau
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Employer Experience…
In light of the labour shortage, employers are rethinking the way they hire, train and maintain
workers. They are willing to hire people with limited
English as long as they can do the job.
The problem for the employer lies in the amount of
time it takes to train these individuals.
By linking entry level ES to the EAL classroom a
foundation for this training can be done before they
enter the workforce.
This will ease the employers’ training burden
plus give the EAL learners a much higher chance
of success in the workplace.

N. Sibilleau
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Measures of Success!!!

http://dev.tutela.ca/dl/www.eallessons4essentialskills.ca/Home/Welcome.html














Piloting ES Activities
Feedback
Activity Bins
Training by Work Start practitioner on:
Employment Standards
Workplace Safety
Sessions at Provincial Conferences on
“How to embed the essentials”
Worksite Tours: Duha Colour Services &
Kitchen Craft
Employer Discussion Panel
Pre/post Test
200+ Essential Skills Activities
Curriculum Framework
ES Can-Do checklist/report card . . .

N. Sibilleau
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HOMEPAGE: ESSENTIAL SKILLS ACTIVITIES
Practitioner Download and Feedback Site: EALLessons4EssentialSkills.ca
http://dev.tutela.ca/dl/www.eallessons4essentialskills.ca/Home/Welcome.html
Our essential skills website has been created for ESL or EAL Literacy and Stage 1 Adult EAL/ESL practitioners by EAL/ESL
practitioners. All the activities listed are for embedding essential skills within a lesson plan using an Adult EAL teaching
methodology. These activities were designed with the expressed purpose of embedding essential skills in classrooms to empower
our learners in the community and the workplace.
Click on any of the essential skills sections below or in the navigation bar above to easily navigate your way to an activity that will
enhance your essential skills lesson planning. You can also browse essential skills activities by “theme.” Feel free to adapt and/or
scaffold the activities to meet learners’ needs. Many of the activities have a feedback form attached which serves as a catalyst for
further creative and practical application.
We hope this website becomes a valuable tool in your tool box. This project is funded by HRSDC, with support in-kind from the
Winnipeg School Division Adult EAL Program and Manitoba Immigrant Integration Program.

About Essential Skills:
Activities for Computer Use *
Activities for Continuous Learning
Activities for Document Use
Activities for Numeracy
Activities for Oral Communication
Activities for Reading
Activities for Thinking Skills
Activities for Working With Others
Activities for Writing
Search Activity by THEME
**NEW** Project Resources Developed for You!
N. Sibilleau
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ACTIVITIES

Activities for Computer Use
CLICK ON ANY ACTIVITY BELOW TO DOWNLOAD:
CLB 1
Listening to a Recipe on the Internet by Catherine Campbell.doc
Weather Map by Nicole Sibilleau.doc -- FEEDBACK
CLB 2
Calendar Creation by Dayna Graham.doc -- FEEDBACK
Career Destination Research Assignment by Heather Currie.doc

Converting Imperial to Metric Using the Internet by Lorie McKenzie.doc
Find a Postal Code On-line by Dayna Graham.doc -- FEEDBACK
Locate a Store Using Google Maps by Ana Azevedo.doc -- FEEDBACK
Using Canada411 by Eva Galambos.doc

Winnipeg Business Websites by Lucas Skelton.doc -- FEEDBACK
CLB 3
Creating a Pie Chart in Excel by Dayna Graham.doc -- FEEDBACK
Credit Card Survey by H. Leydier.doc
Find Restaurant Info on the Web by Lorie McKenzie.doc

Finding information on a website by Lorie McKenzie.doc
Interview a Classmate Part 2 by Heather Currie.doc
Library- Computer Use by Dayna Graham.doc
Locate a Store Using Google Maps by Ana Azevedo.doc -- FEEDBACK

Request a Library Book On-line by Dayna Graham.doc
Understand and Use Navigo by Dayna Graham.doc

N. Sibilleau
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CLB 4
Access and Locate Information by Mary Ward.doc
Accessing Income Tax Info by Mary Ward.doc
Be Water Smart by Mary Ward.doc
Career Destination Research Assignment by Heather Currie.doc
Credit Card Survey by H. Leydier.doc
Finding Volunteer Opportunities by Celia Sorbit.doc
Working in Canada by Heather Currie.doc
Writing a Friendly Letter by Mary Ward.doc-- FEEDBACK
Writing a Notice by Mary Ward.doc
Ph 1
Class Calendar activity by Catherine Campbell.doc
Listening to a Recipe on the Internet by Catherine Campbell.doc
Using Canada411 by Eva Galambos.doc
Weather Map by Nicole Sibilleau.doc -- FEEDBACK
Windchill Chart by Nicole Sibilleau.doc
Ph 2
Converting Imperial to Metric Using the Internet by Lorie McKenzie.doc
Understand and Use Navigo by Dayna Graham.doc
Ph 3
Career Destination Research Assignment by Heather Currie.doc
Finding Volunteer Opportunities by Celia Sorbit.doc
Interview a Classmate Part 2 by Heather Currie.doc
Working in Canada by Heather Currie.doc

N. Sibilleau
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(Absenteeism at Work: Good reasons versus bad.)
CLB Level: PH1
Essential Skills Focus:
Oral Communication +
Thinking Skills: Discuss
absenteeism at work.
Task: Suasion: Ask +
grant permission.
Purpose: learners will
.Read examples of common
workplace excuses.
.Request, accept or reject
scenarios for workplace
absences.
Materials:
Practitioner-made
worksheet, telephones,
overhead, board,
(volunteer support.)
Learning Style:
Visual, kinaesthetic,
auditory
Time: 45 minutes

Method:
1. Introduce the topic by asking about school absences. Are you absent
sometimes? Why? Discuss some of the reasons.
2. Using an overhead, discuss the pictures + read the workplace scenarios.
3. In small groups learners systematically read + discuss each of the 16
scenarios. (At the lower levels volunteers are needed to guide the learners in
their discussions + to provide language supports.)
4. Follow up can include writing responses to each request for a day off work.
In this way, the learners will have a written record of the responses.
5. As a large group, the learners discuss the cultural implications of the
excuses. Which are different back home.
Follow Up: On subsequent days, learners will receive discussion cards (ie.
Worksheet cut up into 16 cards.) Initially, two learners are selected- a
worker and a boss. The worker draws a card from the pile and then calls in
to request time off. Because of the previous day’s scaffolding, language is
available for the dialogue. (e.g. “Sorry, that’s not my business. Ok, but next
time you tell me before. Ok, I’ll give you enough time for your appointment,
but you come to work after. Sorry, we’re too busy at work….”) Practice
several dialogues as a large group. Encourage input + observations at this
time. Learners, then break up into small groups of 2 or 3. Each group has a
set of cards and are encouraged to change the roles of worker, good boss/
bad boss.
Debrief/Transfer:
Ask learners to discuss cultural implications and differences. What do they
think of the Canadian attitude to absenteeism + tardiness? Share with
learners the information that absenteeism + tardiness are the number 1
reasons for dismissal of a new worker. Ask whom else they might call to make
a request or excuse.
N. Sibilleau
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Call work and speak to your boss.“ Sorry, I can’t come to work today.”
1. I have a cold.

5. My son is sick.

9. My friend is coming to
Winnipeg today.

13. I need to go shopping for
food. I have a big holiday
tomorrow.

2. It’s too cold outside today.

3. I have a check-up today.

4. I missed the bus this morning.

6. I’m too busy today.

7. I have a meeting with my
counsellor today.

8. I fell down last night.

10. I need to help my brother.

11. I need to take my children
to the dentist.

12. My car isn’t working.

14. My wife is sick.

15. My children have no school
today.

16. I’m too tired.

N. Sibilleau
What will the boss say? Yes, that’s
okay… No, you need to come to work. Why?

31
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HOMEPAGE: ESSENTIAL SKILLS ACTIVITIES
Practitioner Download and Feedback Site: EALLessons4EssentialSkills.ca
http://dev.tutela.ca/dl/www.eallessons4essentialskills.ca/Home/Welcome.html

Our essential skills website has been created for ESL or EAL Literacy and Stage 1 Adult EAL/ESL practitioners by EAL/ESL
practitioners. All the activities listed are for embedding essential skills within a lesson plan using an Adult EAL teaching methodology.
These activities were designed with the expressed purpose of embedding essential skills in classrooms to empower our learners in the
community and the workplace.
Click on any of the essential skills sections below or in the navigation bar above to easily navigate your way to an activity that will
enhance your essential skills lesson planning. You can also browse essential skills activities by “theme.” Feel free to adapt and/or
scaffold the activities to meet learners’ needs. Many of the activities have a feedback form attached which serves as a catalyst for
further creative and practical application.
We hope this website becomes a valuable tool in your tool box. This project is funded by HRSDC, with support in-kind from the
Winnipeg School Division Adult EAL Program and Manitoba Immigrant Integration Program.

About Essential Skills:
Activities for Computer Use
Activities for Continuous Learning
Activities for Document Use
Activities for Numeracy
Activities for Oral Communication
Activities for Reading
Activities for Thinking Skills
Activities for Working With Others
Activities for Writing
Search Activity by THEME
**NEW** Project Resources Developed for You!
N. Sibilleau
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EMBEDDING THE ESSENTIALS
http://dev.tutela.ca/dl/www.eallessons4essentialskills.ca/Home/Welcome.html
This project is funded by HRSDC, with support in-kind from the Winnipeg School Division Adult EAL Program and the Manitoba Immigrant Integration Program

MORE PROJECT RESOURCES DEVELOPED FOR YOU:
1. Over 200 Essential Skills-based Lessons available by clicking here!
2. Pre/Post Test - **NEW**
3. Curriculum Framework - **NEW**
4. Essential Skills “Can Do” Checklists / Report Card - **NEW**
5. Modules - **NEW**

6. Interview Tools - **NEW**
7. Employment Survey - **NEW**
Return to EALLessons4EssentialSkills.ca HOME PAGE
N. Sibilleau
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Curriculum Framework
Output

Develop a curriculum framework
that scaffolds essential skill
development into language
instruction for CLB 1-4 with
adaptations for EAL literacy
learners

Measure of Success
 A Curriculum Framework: for
Adult EAL Literacy Phase 13 & CLB 1-4 Levels
 Subject Areas:
 Safety
 Workplace Culture
 Quality/Technology

35

Essential Skills Curriculum Framework for EAL Literacy Learners
What Learners Need to Know to Be Able to Keep a Job in Manitoba
The ES Curriculum Framework is a subject-specific document which specifies the learning outcomes for what
learners are expected to know and be able to do as they relate to the knowledge and skills of a particular
subject area.
Curriculum/Subjects
•Safety (employees’ rights and responsibilities regarding safety, WCB, signs, tags, labels, WHMIS,
equipment, preventing injuries, etc.)
•Workplace Culture (being on time, being able to learn new things and problem solve, workplace
expectations)
•Quality/Technology (understand the importance of quality and use of technology in the workplace, how
important it is to do things right, on time, all the time)
Essential Skills
•Oral Communication (small talk, how to talk to your supervisor, co-workers, etc.)
•Numeracy (measurement, money math, etc.)
•Computer Use (applications such as “Word” and the Internet, use of equipment/technology)
•Document Use (read and comprehend materials such as graphs, charts and tables)
•Thinking Skills (think critically, solve problems and make decisions – problem solving scenarios)
•Working with Others (practice working in groups, as part of a team and work independently)
•Continuous Learning (upgrading and training, understanding the need for training)
•Reading (read and comprehend written materials – simples memos, emails, etc.)
•Writing (write simple notes, emails, copy instructions, etc.)
Learning Contexts
•Field trips to workplaces (real life applications)
•Scenarios/Case studies (problem solving, thinking skills)
•Job fairs (apply learning – real life applications)
•Exercises/Activities (build language skills and essential skills)
•Listening to presenters (expand learning/continuous learning)
•Strategy learning (continuous learning/working towards independence and towards becoming lifelong
learners)
N. Sibilleau
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CLB Ph3 Learning Outcomes
Subject Areas
Essential Skills

Workplace Culture

Document Use
Fill out timesheets with name, date, signature,
regular hours, overtime hours, different departments
and total of hours
Create a simple timesheet
Understand:
The importance of being punctual and the
implications of being late discuss cultural
differences regarding what punctual and late mean
A simple document (e.g. a teacher-made memo)
Keeping track of hours worked
A timesheet with overtime hours
More complex work schedules/shifts (e.g.
understand different kinds of shifts)
Paycheques and pay stubs (e.g. hrs, salary, net pay,
gross pay, etc.)
Statutory holidays, working on holidays
The need to give notice when quitting a job
Deductions (e.g. E.I, CPP, Income tax, vacation
pay, etc.)
That some companies are unionized and that union
membership will be deducted
The importance of personal signature
The difference between signature and initial
Lists
Graphs
Schedules
Icons
Labels
Forms
Colour codes
Diagrams
Pictures
Maps
Signs
Catalogues
Regulations
Gauges

Safety
Understand WHMIS symbols and other warning signs
(e.g. safety tags)
Memorize symbols/rules/tools (e.g. In some
workplaces, the expectation is that this will be learned
within 3 days.)
Know basic first-aid (e.g. If someone gets hurt at
work, know what should be done)
Know expectations regarding safety (e.g. should you
report to a safety rep)
Read and fill out simplified forms (e.g. simplified
WCB accident/injury report forms/ an emergency
information form for employer)
Understand and follow one-to five-step written
instructions: (simplified with pictures)
Standard operating instructions (e.g. setting up a
ladder)
Safety and worksite rules
Warnings
Directions to locate items on a simple map or
diagram
Safety instructions on a bottle label /cleaning
product label
Safety symbols (e.g. traffic or workplace) and the
significance of the colors/ shapes of these signs

N. Sibilleau

Quality/Technology
Read and understand list/ checklist of supplies (e.g. coffee
supplies, school supplies, cleaning supplies) and the
importance of keeping these stocks up
Locate information on a neighbourhood map, an index,
chart or graph (e.g. locate store, schools, etc.)
When in doubt, use strategies to help gather meaning from
a document. (e.g. pictures, bolded words, words printed in
the largest font, color and how the document might be
organized for example a graph is often 2 converging lists)
Locate areas and streets by name
Find information in simple texts such as forms, tables,
schedules, directories, map, index
Use a simple checklist to document a problem or when
supplies are needed, thereby letting supervisor know when
supplies are running short vs. after running out)
Get information from short, simple business brochures,
notices, form letters and flyers
Fill in a simple work completion checklist
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Can Do Checklist
Skills & Language Profile

Output
A complete language
and skills profile for all
participants

This essential skills summary sheet
will provide a reference point for
employers while interviewing our
learners. They will see what
essential skills tasks the learner
has honed and the ‘can do’
check-list will also be a point of
instruction in the classroom
where learners will communicate
with efficiency, what skills they
have.

Measure of Success

7 Can Do Checklists for Adult EAL
Literacy Phase 1-3 & CLB 1-4
By creating a methodology that is
replicable, our team can meet the
needs of the employers → through
our activities → and demonstrated by
a document (skill based) given to our
learners. This document,
demonstrating what are learners "can
do" will be the mechanism to make
our learners a known and valuable
commodity to the employers.
We have been working with consultant
Julie Bell from EAL Link to make a
standardized language and skills
profile that can be shared nationally.
38

Learner: ____________________ Student Number: ___________ Starting Date: _______________
CLB Benchmark Level:
/
/
/ /
At this language level: Phase 1
Rating:
U – Usually
S – Sometimes
NY – Not Yet
N/A – Not Applicable
Reading Text

Rating

You can scan for information (e.g. Superstore flier).
You can skim for overall meaning (e.g. a MEMO).
You can read a full text to understand & learn (e.g. a personal story).
Writing
You can record information (e.g. Attendance).

You can fill in simplified forms (e.g. library application).
You can write a thank-you card or fill out an envelope.
You can type personal information on a computer.
Oral Communication
You can greet people (e.g. Good afternoon. How are you?).
You can seek or obtain information (e.g. Can you help me please?).
You can lead a group (e.g. coffee clean-up).
Use of Documents
You can read signs, labels or lists (e.g. road signs, shopping list).
You can interpret basic information on graphs or charts (e.g. class register).
You can enter information on simplified forms (e.g. applications).

You can read simplified schematic drawings (e.g. floor map of the library).
Thinking Skills
You can problem solve (e.g. who lives farthest from school?).
You can use your memory (e.g. Instructions for using the photocopier).
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RESULTS:

Uptake of the Outputs - Dissemination

Q: “Did any of the project’s dissemination activities
galvanize any other organization to take the deliverables
from a project and use them?”
Positive feedback from:
 Government e.g. Workplace Education Manitoba (WEM)
promoted our online resources at workplace ES training
sessions
 Teachers and program directors at conferences
 Publications e.g. Teal Manitoba Journal (Volume 25
Number 4) June 2010
40

Results of Evaluation
TESL Canada, Halifax, NS

Teacher Feedback
Q: “I can apply this knowledge to my program.”

Results: 124/130 points

Q: “The handouts will be useful?”
Results: 122/130 points
Comments from participants
“Fantastic Resource, very well done.”
“Excellent! Informative! Exciting!”
“Not enough material. Only because
I’m greedy. Otherwise perfect!”
“...I know where to go for more.”
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Results of Evaluation
TESL Canada, Halifax, NS

Administrative Feedback
Q: “I can apply this knowledge to my program.”

Results: 28/30 points

Q: “The handouts will be useful?”
Results: 32/35 points
Comments from administrators:
“Great! Thank you for doing this work.
These resources are outstanding.”
“Excellent. Thanks.”
“Thank you for sharing your work and
resources.”
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Lessons Learned

Report on Program Evaluation & Research

Dr. Clea Schmidt, Project Researcher & Evaluator University of MB

Recommendations for Government Stakeholders

Office of Literacy and Essential Skills (OLES)
A regular challenge that emerged in implementing the project was the difficulty of making
adult EAL tasks and learning outcomes “fit” the pre-existing essential skills framework.
For example, ES defines reading as involving a text of at least a paragraph in length,
whereas adult literacy and low-level CLB learners in many cases would not yet be
ready to work with an entire paragraph. I suggest that the existing “one-size-fits-all” ES
model, which assumes users have English as a first language, needs to be re-visited
and re-vamped in light of the fact that many Canadians who require and use the ES
have English as an additional language and the ES as currently written do not reflect
these Canadians’ learning needs or realities. I would encourage OLES to survey the
products (e.g., the detailed learning activities developed by experienced adult EAL
literacy/EAL educators and piloted in EAL literacy/EAL classrooms) arising from this
project and other ES-focused initiatives in EAL settings to develop a parallel ES
framework for use in EAL literacy and EAL contexts.
Longitudinal research is required to document the long-term impact of a project such as
this. Two years is not sufficient to determine if the project outcomes are sustainable or
have unforeseen implications beyond the scope of the implementation phase. It is
recommended in projects such as this that longer term funding be put in place to allow
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such implications to be meaningfully explored through rigorous research.

Lessons Learned

 Successful project implementation depended on practitioners’
ownership of project design and implementation
 Develop a long-term strategy for professional development to embed
ES across adult EAL programs
 Practitioners’ and learners’ voices and experiences can and should
guide educational program and policy development...
Dr. Clea Schmidt
Project Researcher & Evaluator
University of MB
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Closing
Comments

Thank you
+
Good Luck!
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Building Success for Immigrants
with Essential Skills
Darcy McDonald
Workplace Training Manager
March 22nd, 2012

NorQuest College
NorQuest Students:
 77% from Edmonton Region; 23% from across
Alberta and Canada
 60% born outside Canada, representing 125
countries
 21% of Aboriginal ancestry
 36% under age 25; 64% over age 24
 71% female

Centre for Excellence in
Intercultural Education (CEIE)
Applied
Research

Workplace
Training
Integrating
New
Canadians

Centre for Excellence in
Intercultural Education (CEIE)
Applied
Research
(2010-2011)
•1722 people
•26 communities
•9 organizations

Workplace
Training (20092011)
•93 workshops
•1240 participants
•55 clients

Piloting
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CEIE Approach
New
Canadians

Canadian
Born

• Language
Training
• Pragmatics

• Intercultural
Training

CEIE
Approach
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CEIE Approach
Conversation
Management

Intercultural
Training

CEIE
Approach
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CEIE Approach
Conversation
Management

Intercultural
Training

CEIE
Approach
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The Last Word
Employer
Responsibility
Employee
Responsibility

Community
Role

New
Canadian
Workforce

For More Information
Darcy McDonald
Workplace Training Manager
Centre for Excellence in Intercultural Education
NorQuest College
PH: 780 644 6758
Email: darcy.mcdonald@norquest.ca
http://www.norquest.ca/cfe/intercultural/
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The Office of Literacy and Essential Skills (OLES)
Mandate: OLES is a Centre of Expertise with a workplace
focus, building awareness and capacity in "what works" in
order to improve the literacy and essential skills of adult
Canadians.

EXPERTISE BUILDING

 OLES does this through:
SUPPORTING NETWORKS
PROJECTS
PARTNERSHIPS
TOOLS AND RESOURCES
KNOWLEDGE

Effectively sharing expertise in literacy
and essential skills
Grants and Contributions
P/T governments, not-for-profit orgs,
employers and business assoc, etc.
Research and dissemination of
information
Generate and dissemination
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OLES Tools and Resources
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Scenario: Working with Newcomers to Canada
As a trainer at an Adult
Literacy Centre you are
asked to develop and
deliver a small group
workshop for adult
newcomers to Canada to
help them prepare for
employment. You are told
that many of the
participants are having a
difficult time
communicating in English
(both orally and in
writing).
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Top 10 Highlights
 Top 10 tools ordered by
immigrant-serving organizations
in 2010-11 are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

What are Essential Skills
Vocabulary Building Workbook
Passport
Numeracy Self-Assessment
Document Use Indicator
Oral Communication Self-Assessment
Working with Others Self-Assessment
Continuous Learning Self-Assessment
Computer Use Self-Assessment
Reading Self-Assessment

 In the past fiscal year, over 5,000
copies of OLES tools were
ordered by immigrant-serving
organizations across the country.
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Feedback from Immigrant-Serving Organizations
Some examples of how tools are being used:
PostSecondary
Institutions

Using indicators and
self-assessments to
assist students
identify their essential
skills strengths and
areas to consider for
improvement.

Employment
Training
Agencies

Incorporating tools
such as Essential
Skills Training Activities
and Essential Skills
Workplace Check-up
into employment
readiness sessions for
job seekers.

LINC
Providers

Using Vocabulary
Building Workbook
for English
upgrading,
employment training,
as well as everyday
use of the English
language.

Adult Learning
Centres

Integrating multiple
LES tools into
program for adults
who are looking to
enter the Canadian
workforce or to
engage in further
training (eg. PSE).
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Accessing the Tools
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/LES/tools_resources/tools.shtml

Available Formats
Print
Online
DVD
Alternative Formats

Placing an Order
Online Ordering System
(Publicentre)
Mail
Fax

All tools can be customized to meet client’s needs
Additional support is on the way –
Tool User Guide
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Discussion
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